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We have investigated the phase behavior of poly(4-
vinylphenol-b-styrene) (PVPh-b-PS) when respectively 
blended with poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP), poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA), and PVPh. The PVPh-b-PS/P4VP 
blend, behaving as a neat diblock copolymer, exhibited 
a series of order-order phase transitions from lamellar, 
gyroid, hexagonally packed cylinder to body-centered cubic 
structures when the P4VP content increases from 6 to 71% 
(volume fraction), as evidenced consistently by transmission 
electron microscopy and small-angle X-ray scattering.  
In contrast, both the PVPh-b-PS/PMMA and PVPh-b-PS/
PVPh blends maintained lamellar structure upon a similar 
volume fraction increase in the homopolymers; the lamellar 
structure, however, was distorted to different extents at 
higher volume fractions of the additives, depending on the 
hydrogen bonding strength.  On the basis of the results, the 
ratio of interassociation equilibrium constant (KA) over self-
association equilibrium constant (KB), KA/KB, is introduced 
as a convenient guide in estimating the phase behavior 
of similar polymer blends featuring hydrogen bonding 
interactions between the homopolymer additive and 
copolymer: with a KA/KB ratio much larger than unity, the 
blend system tends to behave as a neat copolymer; with a 
KA/KB ratio significantly smaller than unity, phase separation 
instead of order-order phase transitions can be expected for 
the blend above certain volume fraction of homopolymer 
additive. 

Self-assembly of block copolymers plays a key role 
in the design of new functional supramolecular materials 
for a wide range of applications such as pollution control 
and drug delivery.  Blending homopolymers into diblock 
copolymers for enriched phase behaviors furthermore 
broadens the applications.  An efficient blend of such 
kind, however, critically depends on (1) the ratio of the 
molar weight of the additive homopolymer to that of the 
associated block of the copolymer and (2) the volume 
fraction and miscibility of the additive homopolymer 
in the blend.  In blends based on a diblock copolymer  
(A-b-B) and a homopolymer (C), where C is different from 
A and B, the phase behavior is particularly rich because 
of more parameters available on controlling themiscibil-
ity between the homopolymer and the two blocks of the 
copolymer, as demonstrated by a significant number of 
studies.  Depending on the miscibility between C/A and 
C/B and A/B, there can be several interesting combina-
tions for the blending; herewe are interested in one of 
themwhere A and B are immiscible and C is miscible with 
B but immiscible with A. 

Inspired by the studies mentioned, we intend to 
quantify the influence of hydrogen bonding on the 
phase behavior of homopolymer-copolymer blends of 
the A-b-B/C type, basing on a model system of PVPh-b-
PS (HS) diblock copolymer respectively blended with 
homopolymers of different hydrogen bonding strengths 
(therefore different miscibilities) with the PVPh (H) blocks, 
including poly-(4-vinylpyridine) [P4VP (V)], poly(methyl 
methacrylate) [PMMA (M)], and PVPh.  The three addi-
tives are immiscible with the PS blocks.  With Fourier 
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, we map out the 
fraction of hydrogen bonded groups as a function of the 
additive volume fraction for the polymer blends, where 
the molar weight of the additive homopolymer should 
be comparable to or smaller than the corresponding 
block; the corresponding thermal properties and phase 
behavior, including microphase-separated structures and 
order-order phase transitions, are elucidated.

Order-Order Structural Transitions for the HS/
V Blends.  The TEM images shown in Fig. 1 for the HS/V 
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blends exhibited a series of order-
order phase transitions from the la-
mellar, gyroid, hexagonally packed 
cylinder (HCP), to body-centered 
cubic (BCC) structures as the vol-
ume fraction of P4VP increases 
from 6 to 13, 15 - 22, 29, to 71%.  
Such phase transition behavior of 
the blend closely follows that for a 
neat diblock copolymer, implying 
a collective behavior of PVPh and 
P4VP chains in the mixed phase.  
Complementarily, SAXS profi les 
for the HS/V system in Figs. 1(i) 
and (j) display scattering patterns 

that match nearly ideally to the 
structures observed by TEM (Fig. 3).
Specifically, the SAXS profiles for the 
neat diblock copolymer PVPh-b-PS
and HS/V blends with composi-
tions of 94/6, 90/10, and 87/13, all 
demonstrate lamellar peaks that are 
consistent with the TEM images in 
Figs. 1(a)-(d).  Similar SAXS profiles 
were observed for the blends with 
compositions 85/15, HS/V = 78/22, 
and HS/V = 76/24; the first four scat-
tering peaks can be associated with 
the (211), (220), (321), and (332) re-
flection planes, of a gyroid structure, 

which has been evidenced by the 
TEM images shown in Figs. 1(e)-(f ). 
With the P4VP content increased to 
29%, the SAXS profile clearly exhib-
its organized peaks with peak ratios 
1 : √3 : 2 : √7 : 3 : √12, indicating hex-
agonally packed cylinders, as also 
imaged in Fig. 1(g).  With further 
increased P4VP contents to 52 and 
71%, the corresponding SAXS pro-
files both show scattering peaks 
with ratios of 1 : √2 : √5, indicat-
ing microseparated domains with 
BCC-packed spheres, as visualized 
in Fig. 1(h).

Order-Disorder Structural 
Transitions for the HS/M and HS/H 
Blends.  The HS/M and HS/H blend-
ing systems show, respectively, 
modest and low hydrogen bonding 
between homopolymer and copo-
lymer, as compared with the HS/V 
blends.  Consequently, TEM images 
[Figs. 2 (a)-(j)] taken for the two sys-
tems mainly show the order-to-dis-
order (lamellar to distorted lamellar) 
structural change when the volume 
fraction of the additive increased 
in the same range (6 - 70%) as that 
in HS/V system.  At high volume 
fractions of additives, phase separa-
tion of the additive homopolymers 
was observed, in particluar, in the 
HS/H blends with weak hydrogen 
bonding.  Before phase separation, 
an intermediate structure of swol-
len lamellae coexisting with the 
unswollen ones could be observed  
[Figs. 2(e), (h), and (i)] for both sys-
tems, as also evidenced from the 
broad double peaks in the corre-
sponding SAXS profiles (indicated 
by the thick arrows in Figs. 2(k) and 
(l).  In particular, for the HS/H blends, 
the TEM image [Fig. 1(j)] indicates 
that the large amount of homopoly-
mer finally discretes the lamellae of 
the diblock copolymer into single 
slabs (single bilayers); previously, 
the DSC result has also suggested 

Fig. 1: TEM images for the HS/V blends after staining with I2 for 24 h (the dark 
regions correspond to the PVPh-P4VP phase): (a) pure HS and HS/V = (b) 
94/6, (c) 90/10, (d) 87/13, (e) 85/15, (f ) 78/22, (g) 71/29, and (h) 29/71.  
Shown in the insets are the corresponding structures proposed.  SAXS 
data for (i) the pure HS and the blends HS/V = 94/6, 90/10, 87/13, and 
85/15 and (j) the blends HS/V = 78/22, 76/24, 71/29, 48/52, and 29/71.  
The peak ratios (relative to the first peak position marked as q*) or re-
flections planes for the corresponding ordered structures are indicated 
by arrows.
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the formation of hollow tubes with 
a single-bilayer wall, as shown in 
Fig. 2( j), however, is a surprising.  
Shown in Figs. 2(k) and (l) is a series 
of SAXS profiles for the HS/M and 
HS/H systems.  Unlike that for the 
order-order phase transition in the 
HS/V system, these SAXS profiles 
essentially reflect that the lamellar 
structure in either system is gradu-
ally distorted upon the increase 
in homopolymer, as that shown 
in the corresponding TEM im-
ages [Figs. 2(a)-(j)].  Up to 70 vol % 
of the additive, the three residual 
lamellar peaks in the SAXS profile 
[Fig. 2(k)] indicate that the HS/M 
system of weak hydrogen bonding 
strength can essentially hold the 
lamellar structure.  Whereas in the 
HS/H system, the first lamellar peak 
melts in the SAXS profile [Fig. 2(l)] at 
this high volume fraction of additive 
(70%), implying that the lamellar 
structure is completely destroyed; 
this is consistently observed in the 
DSC and TEM results previously 
shown.  Note that the three broad 
scattering maxima in the SAXS pro-
file [indicated by the thick arrows 
marked with circled numbers in 
Fig. 2(l)] are not the lamellar peaks; 
rather, they are contributed by the 
form factor scattering of isolated 
PS layers [cf. the TEM image in Fig. 
2( j)], as calculated using a slab 
geometry with a slab thickness of  
24 nm. 

To illustrate the reliability of 
the prescribed volume fractions for 
the mixed phase in these blends, 
we note that in the SAXS profile of 
the neat HS containing ~40 vol % 
PVPh, the fifth reflection [Fig. 2(k)] 
nearly diminishes as it should be, 
owing to a destructive interference 
under this volume fraction; upon 
the addition of 21% PMMA to the 
blend for equal volume fractions 
of the PS and PVPh-PMMA phases 

Fig. 2: TEM images of the solution-cast films of the HS/M blends (dark re-
gions correspond to the PS domains): HS/M = (a) 94/6, (b) 90/10, (c) 
79/21, (d) 62/38, and (e) 30/70.  Cartoons in the insets present the 
corresponding structures proposed.  TEM images of the solution-cast 
films of the blends (dark regions correspond to the PS domains): HS/
H = (f ) 94/6, (g) 90/10, (h) 80/20, (i) 63/37, and (j) 31/69.  Proposed 3-D 
structures are shown in the insets.  (i, j) Concentric tubes and hollow 
tubes (of a single-bilayer wall) rolled from the distorted lamellar slabs.  
SAXS intensity profiles measured for the (k) HS/M and (l) HS/H blends, 
with the respective compositions indicated.  The lamellar reflections 
are marked by the thin arrows, whereas the scattering humps from 
the form factor of slabs are marked with circled numbers in part l.  The 
thick arrows nearby the first lamellar peaks indicate the coexisting of 
two types of lamellae.  In parts k and l, the two dotted lines across all 
SAXS profiles for the HS/V and HS/M blends illustrate the opposite 
shifting directions of the first peak position.

a dissociation of the mixed phase 
based on the diminishing Tg.  Likely, 
upon loosing the steric interac-

tions between the lamellar slabs, 
the dangling slabs bent and curve 
in the excess homopolymer phase; 
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Fig. 3:  Schematic representation of an 
A-b-B/C blend system featuring 
in hydrogen bonding interac-
tions.  Note that the molar 
weight of the homopolymer 
should be comparable to or 
smaller than that of the hydro-
gen-bonding-associated block 
of the copolymer.
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[i.e., the 79 : 21 case in Fig. 2(k)], 
lamellar peaks of even orders of 
destructive phase factors disappear 
accordingly.  Interestingly, the two 
sets of SAXS profiles of the HS/M 
and HS/H blends illustrate opposite 
shifting of the first peak position; 
namely, the first peak in the HS/M 
blend shifts systematically toward 
higher-q region as the PMMA con-
tent increases, corresponding a 
shrinkage of the lamellar spacing.  
In the case of HS/H blends, the first 
lamellar peak shifts toward lower q 
upon increasing the PVPh content, 
corresponding to an increase in the 
lamellar spacing.  The origin of this 
dissimilarity is discussed below on 
the basis of the hydrogen bonding 
(attractive interactions) of the addi-
tive homopolymers with the copo-
lymer.

In conclusion, the above re-
sults collectively show that the HS/V  

blends follow a phase transition 
behavior similar to that of a neat 
copolymer of PS-b-PVPh.  The HS/M
and HS/H blends are subject to 
phase separation to different ex-
tents at high volume fractions of 
homopolymer additives.  On the 
basis of the Painter-Coleman as-
sociation model (PCAM) and the in-
terassociation equilibrium constant 
KA and self-association equilibrium 
constants KB, we suggest the simple 
ratio KA/KB can also be used as a 
convenient guide in estimating the 
phase behavior of similar polymer 
blends.  The KA and KB values for 
the hydrogen-bonded PVPh/P4VP  
(KA = 598) and PVPh/PMMA (KA = 
37.4) and the self-association equi-
librium constant for PVPh (KB = 66.8) 
have been determined previously. 
On the basis of these values, the 
phase behavior of the HS/V blends 
with KA/KB ≈ 9 of strong hydrogen 
bonding strength closely follows 

that of a typical diblock copolymer; 
with KA/KB ≈ 0.6 for the HS/M blends, 
phase separation instead of order-
order transition is observed above 
certain volume fraction of homopoly-
mer, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
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